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Introduction 

Studies on the actual wave of economic regionalisation1 confirm a delay in the Middle East 
and North Africa as compared to other world regions. This assessment concerns first of all the 
institutional level, which is considered to be over-determined by politics and does not allow 
existing economic potential to be realised. The formation of a Euro-Mediterranean free trade 
area however, has revived the debate on the necessity of a mutual South-South integration. 
Among others, one special focus is on economic integration in the Maghreb. Here, those re-
sponsible can refer to a long existing discourse on Maghribi unity and repeated attempts at its 
realisation.  

While recalling the past we should not, however, forget that the Maghreb is not a fixed re-
gional entity with clearly defined forms and contents, even if in the public sphere, in politics 
and even in academic research one often starts from such mentally pre-established "meta-
geographies" (Lewis/Wigen 1997). However, regions, in which integration takes place, are 
not "naturally" given. Rather, such regional economic spaces are to be considered as socially 
constructed and constituted entities. Such "social constructivist" considerations on regions and 
regionalisation have also been introduced in geographic and political approaches since the 
1990s, but still much less in economics (e.g. Lackner/Werner 1999). Related approaches in 
political science can be found especially in International Relations (IR) and regional integra-
tion theory dealing, for example, with characteristics of actual regionalisation processes.2 
They don't negate influences of rational interests and calculations on political activity (as well 
as the conscious construction of institutions), as they underlie "rationalist" approaches. But 
they also consider repercussions of socially constituted entities of the human environment on 
the preferences and the behaviour of the respective agents, and emphasise the importance of 
perceptions, ideas and interpretations as mediators between institutions, in a broad sense, and 
political and economic action.  

In my presentation I will refer to the variants of meaning that the notion of "region" shows, as 
given by the geographer Peter Weichhart (1999).3 So, observers may undoubtedly try to de-
fine regions as homogeneous as possible on the base of (e.g. natural) criteria of similarity. In 
social contexts other significations seem to be more relevant: so regions can be normative and 
administrative entities that are politically defined and institutionalised, e.g. through regional 
organisations or other contractual agreements. Further, functional spaces of interweaving may 
emerge out of a multitude of individual (economic) activities and social interactions and their 
regional concentration and intensification. We also have to consider perceptive and identity 
regions based on cognitive processes. They are mental constructs of those who, being politi-
cally responsible, contribute actively to the formation of regions "from above" or, as acting 
economic subjects, to their emergence "from below". First, these agents have to imagine the 
spaces in which they act, and they have to recognise common features and to assess conse-
quences of integration. These several dimensions of regions co-exist and can even be com-

                                                           
1  I prefer the general term of "regionalisation" to the notion of "regionalism" to emphasise the process charac-

ter of region building, even if normative and ideological as well as political and institutional issues are con-
cerned. 

2  For an overview on general political approaches to regionalisation, see Pollack 2001. Cf. as well for social 
constructivist approaches, Laffey/Weldes 1997; Adler 1997a, b; Breslin/Higgott 2000; Marchand/Bøås/Shaw 
1999; Higgott 1997a, b; Hettne 1993; Hettne/Söderbaum 2000. 

3  Hettne 1993 proposed another differentiation of dimensions initially distinguishing five generalised levels of 
"regionness" (with an evolutionary logic): regions as "geographical and ecological units", "social systems", 
"organised co-operation" areas, "regional societies" and, finally, as "acting political subjects". This scheme is 
elaborated further in Hettne/Söderbaum 2000, identifying "regional spaces", "regional complexes", "regional 
societies", "regional communities" and "region-states". In this paper, however, I will follow a categorisation 
which is closer to Weichhart.  
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plementary, but they also may come into conflict. With that, they are normally not independ-
ent, but regularly interact, stimulating or blocking each other.  

One special feature of actual world-wide processes of regionalisation is their openness and 
overlapping as regards spaces, institutions and contents.4 In general, regions are characterised 
by continuously changing internal and external borders. "Fuzzy borders", "interstices" and 
"border areas" instead of rigid "border lines" were just rediscovered in European integration 
processes (Christiansen/Petito/Tonra 2000; Kux/Sverdrup 2000; Krämer 1999 and others). So, 
we have to start by assuming that the Maghreb also is not a given, clearly defined spatial unit, 
but constitutes a continuously changing result of social processes.  

In the following presentation, I will give you an overview on variations in form, content and 
the spatial dimensions of the Maghreb on the three levels: the political and institutional one, 
with regard to real economic flows and their regional interweaving and third, to the cognitive 
dimension. Most of my results reflect research on Moroccan perspectives of the Maghribi in-
tegration process; however comparative positions in other countries are included as found in 
existing literature.5 Morocco is particularly emphasising its multiple regional orientations and 
its intermediate situation between several greater regions. This is of special interest as I con-
sider the Maghreb an open space overlapping onto other regions. In addition, Morocco has a 
relatively pluralistic tradition in the region: that allows me to include perceptions into the big 
political parties which dominated the political landscape over several decades: intellectually 
and for a short time, especially since 1998, executively.  

The study pursues a historical perspective, which permits one to comprehend the gradual for-
mation of the region and its evolution from the beginning until today. Special attention has 
been given to more recent developments since the 1990s. Essential are the cross and recipro-
cal influences of the three previously mentioned aspects of regionalisation. However, the spa-
tial dimension of the region is of special interest: Which territories and countries are consid-
ered to belong to the Maghreb, to what extent does the region represent a coherent, homoge-
nous space, where do its external boundaries run and how is it defined as regards other re-
gional spaces? There we also have to look at alternative co-operation areas who present them-
selves to the Maghreb countries. In the following, I will introduce my results to you with 
seven theses.  

The evolution of the Maghreb idea  

My first thesis concerns the evolution of the Maghreb idea: Here, I want to emphasise that the 
vision of the Maghreb is not static, but has evolved continuously over the last 80 years.  

Originally, historians and geographers considered the Maghreb as a vaguely defined geo-
graphical and cultural entity located between the Sahara, the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. 
However, the idea of a political and economic unit, that is also to integrate institutionally, is a 

                                                           
4  For concepts of "differentiated integration" (in a broad sense) developed in the context of European integra-

tion, see e.g. Wessels 1994; Giering 1997; Deubner 2003; for the concept of "open regionalism" following 
experiences in the Asian-Pacific area, cf. Soesastro 1998.  

5  Sources are, among others, national Moroccan (semi-official, party and economic) newspapers, party pro-
grams and publications of politically engaged authors; with regard to political parties I concentrated on 
prominent representatives of the three major parties, the Istiqlâl (= Independence) Party, the Socialist Union 
of Popular Forces and the Party for Progress and Socialism (= former Communists). In contrast to the title 
and the abstract submitted, I decided to focus more on the Maghreb as a whole in this paper and less on Mo-
roccan perspectives solely or on perceptions of individual or collective political agents there. Some of the 
more important publications and studies on the regionalisation process in the Maghreb comprise, among oth-
ers, Zartman 1999; Oualalou 1996; Touiti 1996; Kistenfeger 1994; Aghrout/Sutton 1990; Balta 1990. A more 
detailed (German) version of the paper will be published in October 2004 (Wippel 2004b). 
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relatively recent "invention" (according to Hobsbawm/Ranger 1992) of the 20th century, 
originating outside the region itself. A slowly evolving idea after World War I, its originators 
were political leaders, students and migrant workers coming from North Africa under French 
colonial rule, who lived principally in France or were in Egyptian exile. Struggling for the in-
dependence of their home countries, they contacted each other and discovered numerous simi-
larities in their respective origins, conditions and objectives. 

After the independence of the Maghrebian states, the idea of regional unity was repeatedly 
called upon and even included prominently in their national constitutions. Common character-
istics were seen in the shared history, especially in similar colonial experiences, in the special 
geographical situation at the periphery of the Arab world, in cultural, linguistic, religious and 
ethnic affinities, and in existing economic and political problems. Since the 1960s, the 
Maghreb idea seems to be largely embedded in the political thinking of the region. However, 
the conception of the Maghreb has changed considerably over time. In the 1960s high ambi-
tions dominated to form a union, allowing deeper integration and creating extended markets; 
at the same it was conceived primarily as a political project that, according to some (espe-
cially leftist and "progressive") authors, even extended to a comprehensive fusion of the 
Maghreb states. These ideas, around the 1980s, increasingly gave way to more pragmatic ap-
proaches - as they were already favoured rather early by the Moroccan government -, which 
aimed first and foremost at an economic community and at limited co-operation in trade, eco-
nomic and other issues, keeping high degrees of national sovereignty. Also, for many politi-
cians the Maghreb still can serve as a frame for solving political problems in the region; that 
is especially true for Moroccan representatives with regard to integrating "their" Sahara in a 
wider regional space. 

Looking at the evolution of the Maghreb idea, we can come to the conclusion, on the one 
hand, that it proved to be very resistant to frustration over the many decades and that it was 
continuously reproduced in one form or another. On the other hand, growing scepticism 
seems to have spread in the last years in politics and in the population with regard to the slim 
chances of realisation, due to the discouraging institutional reality. Therefore, without any real 
commitment to its realisation on the part of responsible political agents, there is a risk that the 
vision will lose more and more credibility in the long term. 

The institutionalisation of the Maghreb  

From the preceding remarks we learn that, intimately linked with the idea of a common, uni-
fied Maghreb are the political attempts to realise and to institutionalise the Maghreb concept. 
However, these attempts remained limited in number and did not show much success; hence, 
institutionalisation of the Maghreb remained generally weak. Reasons for that are mainly 
political.  

Even historically, an extensive political unity of the Maghreb under autochthonous rule only 
really existed for the time of the Almohades in the 11th and 12th centuries. Contemporary at-
tempts by North African states to realise the goal of Maghrebian unity regularly failed. The 
North African states had just gained independence when reciprocal mistrust and striving for 
regional hegemony characterised political reality. In Morocco, the idea of a "Greater Mo-
rocco"6, initially conceived by the Istiqlâl Party leader, Allal El Fassi, had gained ground in 
the late 1950s.  

So, the first attempt to institutionalise the Maghreb region, the Comité Permanent Consultatif 
du Maghreb (CPCM) only took place in 1964. Four North African states became members; 

                                                           
6  Including the Spanish Sahara, Mauritania, Western Algeria and parts of Mali. 
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when Libya left in the 1970s, it was replaced by Mauritania, which was recognised by Mo-
rocco meanwhile. But already, soon after the establishment of the CPCM, the lack of com-
mitment of the member states had paralysed any further institutional development and, ten 
years after its foundation, the organisation officially dissolved. In the following years, Moroc-
can (and temporary Mauritanian) occupation of the Western Sahara blocked any progress to-
ward regional integration. In the first half of the 1980s, competing agreements, the tripartite 
Fraternity and Co-operation Treaty among Algeria, Tunisia and Mauritania (1983) and the 
ephemeral Arab-African Union of Morocco and Libya (1984) confirmed the existence of two 
rival blocs in the Maghreb, even on the institutional level.  

Another period of general détente since the mid 1980s allowed the foundation of the Union du 
Maghreb Arabe (UMA) in 1989. A comprehensive step-by-step plan for economic integra-
tion, from a free trade area to an economic union, was adopted. But soon again serious diffi-
culties emerged. Reasons were again of a political nature - among others, a rapid deterioration 
in Moroccan-Algerian relations - in addition to institutional insufficiencies. New hope for re-
suming the integration process only arose towards the end of the 1990s. But as these hopes 
showed no real results, relations were mostly deepened on a bilateral level. Especially Tunisia 
and Morocco see themselves as "vanguard" in constructing the Maghreb "from below", 
through a network of bilateral agreements which will in fact constitute a Maghreb of "multiple 
velocities". At least since 1999, UMA committees and ministers have met again, even if the 
long-awaited summit of state leaders had to be cancelled several times.  

So, politically, the Maghreb still remains a space more of repeated conflicts than of lasting co-
operation. A central characteristic is the Moroccan-Algerian rivalry for power, influence and 
territory. If the Maghreb option should constitute a possible frame for resolving political and 
economic problems of the region, it is not only necessary to calm down such political dis-
putes, but also institutional agreements are needed which are adapted to reality. In view of 
rapidly changing conditions and economic flows, it seems useful to pay attention to flexibil-
ity, openness and permeability of such a framework, as it is done in numerous recent regional 
agreements in other parts of the world.  

The economic interconnectedness of the Maghreb  

My third point is the analysis of economic flows in the region to see if the Maghreb is estab-
lished as an interconnected economic space. My thesis is that, if we use more adequate meas-
ures, existing trade flows reveal themselves to be more important than we may imagine at first 
glance; but they are still characterised by significant fluctuations over time and depending on 
implicated countries. Other economic interconnections, however, like investment and enter-
prise co-operation, tourism or labour migration remain low, with the exception of timely lim-
ited growth.  

Already in colonial times, the economic interweaving of the several French territories was 
relatively limited. After independence, existing potential for trade was still not fully utilised. 
The share of the intra-Maghreb flow of goods among the whole foreign trade of the Maghreb 
countries remained below a few points and tended even to decrease heavily until the begin-
ning of the 1980s (to less than 1%). Only afterwards can we observe an important increase of 
trade in volume and in percentage; the trade share finally stabilised on a slightly higher, but 
still insignificant level (around 3%; average of all Maghreb countries between 1996-2002). 
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However, the importance of intra-Maghreb trade is much higher when we consider "relative 
trade intensities" instead of percentages.7 These figures exclude the economic importance and 
openness for trade of respective partner countries. They showed relatively high values in co-
lonial times (2 to 5); from then on however, they decreased continuously until the 1970s, 
when figures below "one" did not show any further regionalisation of trade (except for Tuni-
sia). Only in the following decades, a new increase can be observed which was even initially 
considerably strong. These figures now show a clear regional intensity of trade among an in-
creasing number of national economies in the Maghreb (1996-2002, over all countries: about 
5). Today Tunisia and Libya are those economies which are the most intensively linked to the 
Maghreb region as a whole. Morocco, for example, has been intensively linked to Mauritania 
and Tunisia (as well as to the Senegal8) since the mid 1970s, but to a lower, and more volatile, 
extent with Libya and Algeria. However all these calculations of regional intensification 
would be even higher if the important informal trade flows across intra-regional borders were 
considered.  

In contrast to trade, border crossing co-operation of firms shows only little progress. Yet a lot 
of declarations of intent and even some attempts at project installation were made in the initial 
phases of the Permanent Comity and the Maghreb Union. However, for their realisation reli-
ability of surrounding political and economic conditions plays a much more important role 
than for trade. Also the Maghreb countries are rather weakly linked by labour migration; only 
Libya shows a significant demand for a foreign workforce (from Tunisia, at times also from 
Morocco). In some periods even considerable tourist flows (hand in hand with an increase in 
informal trade) had been observed. But the importance of both flows is likewise depending to 
a large extent on the situation of bilateral political relations.  

Internal coherence and homogeneity of the Maghreb region 

In the following, I will analyse the three preceding dimensions of the Maghreb - the cognitive, 
the institutional and the economic - if they form a coherent and homogenous, self-contained 
region. My thesis is that the Maghreb does not constitute any homogenous regional bloc. 
Rather it is characterised by inner differentiation, not only with regard to diverging political 
and economic systems and levels of socio-economic development, but also in view of the per-
ceptions and conceptions of the Maghreb as well as the emergence of partial institutional 
blocs and economically interconnected sub-groupings. 

If we reconsider the Maghreb idea, we have to state that for a long time considerable differ-
ences of opinion existed among states and their leaders on the political and economic charac-
ter of a united Maghreb, on its institutional form, on the depth, speed and contents of integra-
tion as well as on the geographical extension and further spatial references of the region. Es-
pecially Morocco and Tunisia always pleaded for more pragmatic, essentially economic and 
Europe-oriented approaches in contrast to suggestions of more radical political and pan-
Arabist solutions by Algeria or Libya. This factionalism was also true inside some countries 
among different political parties and trends - as it could be openly pronounced in politically 
more pluralistic Morocco. Here especially leftist parties conceived a common political space, 
economically dissociated from Europe and oriented towards developing respectively Eastern 
bloc countries in opposition to royal and governmental convictions. However, over time posi-
                                                           
7  Trade intensities are defined as the share of bilateral trade in international trade related to the product of the 

respective international trade shares of the trading partners. They exclude some distorting size effects of eco-
nomic weight as well as of the number of countries included in a region. Values above "one" point to relative 
regionalisation in trade. Cf., for example, Frankel/Stein/Wei 1997: 19-33; Freudenberg/Gaulier/Ünal-Kesenci 
1998. 

8  For that as well as for mentioning Egypt below, see my sixth thesis. 
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tions were brought more into line internationally as well as intra-nationally. Also typical were 
nationally divergent historical references (e.g. with regard to the rulers who considerably in-
fluenced the destiny of the Maghreb in history, as it were the Almohades in the Moroccan 
perspective) and political priorities.  

In an institutional respect, too, we regularly had to do with differentiation inside the Maghreb 
which also found expression in space, as shown by the formation of two sub-regional blocks 
in the 1980s. And with regard to its inner economic interconnections and their regional inten-
sification it is also difficult to consider the Maghreb as a homogenous, clearly defined unit: 
when we look at regional trade flows, we will rather discover sub-regional concentrations; in 
addition, the several groups of countries which do "regionalised" trade with each other, over-
lap. 

References of the Maghreb to other regions  

The delimitation of a region implies the definition of its relations with other regional entities. 
Therefore, a further aspect of my presentation concerns the references of the Maghreb to other 
surrounding or overlapping regions. These may be incentives and models for Maghreb inte-
gration as well as complements or competitors for Maghreb unity.  

Especially the relationship with the "North", first with France, then with Europe, had consid-
erable effects on the shape and development of relations within the "South" itself. The numer-
ous meetings and agreements among Maghreb countries since the end of the 1950s essentially 
constituted reactions to new steps in the European unification process and were intended to 
reinforce one's own economic position and political bargaining power. However, failing re-
sults to Maghreb integration regularly lead to (the call for) bilateral (instead of multilateral) 
negotiations with the European side. Also, in the mid 1990s the Euro-Mediterranean process 
dominated regional and external economic policies of the core Maghreb countries in compari-
son to internal integration. Countries such as Morocco and Tunisia have tried for a long time 
to establish a special relationship with the EC/EU. Currently, this is becoming quite compati-
ble with very actual considerations on the part of the EU to develop more intense relations 
within an "enlarged Europe" through a new "neighbourhood policy" (Wippel 2004a). Vice 
versa, the fear of the consequences of a "hub-and-spokes"-effect, i.e. the unilateral institu-
tional linking to a yet integrated North impeding regional trade and foreign investment in the 
Maghreb further, may be an incentive for deepening complementary South-South integration. 

Already at the end of the 1990s, when it became obvious that the Euro-Mediterranean partner-
ship will not meet expectations and that Maghreb integration is still blocked, other regional 
orientations were revived. Therefore, the Maghreb came under increasing pressure from fur-
ther institutional offers in the Arab world (as the Great Arab Free Trade Area/GAFTA 
[Englert 2000]), in Africa (e.g. the Community of Saharan and Sahelian States/SinSad 
[Mattes 2001]) and in the Southern Mediterranean (in the context of the Agadir agreement, 
which includes the option of being extended to a larger Mediterranean Arab Free Trade 
Area/MAFTA [Hamoudeh 2002]). In addition to that, an additional Atlantic component is ac-
tually beginning to emerge on the Western edge of the Maghreb.9 Among these multiple and 
                                                           
9  The founding members of the SinSad include those sub-Saharan states Libya had demanded for inclusion in-

to the UMA in 1989; actual North African members (out of a total of 18) are Libya, Morocco, Tunisia and 
Egypt. Egypt also became a member of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) in 
1998 and is now part of its core free trade area. Morocco concluded a preferential trade agreement with the 
West African Economic and Monetary Union (UEMOA), which Tunisia also wants to do. Mauritania how-
ever decided to retire to its Northern dimension and left the Economic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS) in 2000. All North African countries, except Algeria, signed the GAFTA implementation pro-
gram for a trade area in 1997. Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Jordan, which were already linked by bilateral 
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overlapping regional dimensions, admittedly the Euro-Mediterranean one generally remains 
the most important, especially for Morocco and Tunisia.  

On the economic level, too, Europe, according to its trade share, still dominates external flows 
of the Maghreb countries until today, perpetuating economic dependence. Already in the co-
lonial period the three central Maghreb countries were linked economically, like spokes, to 
France. If we consider, however, trade intensities, the importance of Europe becomes relative, 
and figures show strong links with further non-European neighbouring regions (see e.g. Mo-
rocco's or Egypt's trans-Saharan trade); the same is true for Maghrebian investment and firm 
co-operation abroad. 

Very essential is the shift in meaning of the Maghreb in relation to Europe on the cognitive 
level. In the beginning, the Maghreb project served to achieve political independence from 
France. Later the main objective was economic dissociation from Europe. Today, with the 
growing inclination to open up toward Europe, at least in Moroccan politics, the Maghreb is 
principally conceived as a vehicle for common, mainly economic integration with the North-
ern partners, and it is seen as part of a general Mediterranean space. But incentives for inte-
gration in the past also came from simultaneous unification projects in other parts of the Arab 
world. However, the Maghreb project is perceived less and less as a first step to comprehen-
sive political and economic unity of the Arab world, as it had been for a long time, even if 
"arabity" was still included in its actual institutional denomination. Other important, even 
though futile, recent stimuli came not only from EU support for regional integration, but also 
from the US government: at the end of the 1990s, it pressed for building a common market 
among the three core states (the so called "Eizenstat initiative"), which would be more attrac-
tive to American investors than the separate, narrow national outlets. 

Accordingly to institutional developments, other regional debates pushed to the forefront re-
cently, even if the continuing necessity for a united Maghreb is repeatedly emphasised. So, on 
the ideal level as well, the Maghreb opened in several directions and constitutes a space with 
simultaneous (trans-)Mediterranean, (trans-)Arab and (trans-)Saharan characteristics. Previ-
ously, some states had regularly underlined their multiple regional belonging. A special, addi-
tional issue is the position of the Berber or "Amazigh" movement which has gained strength 
in the last years: it repeatedly pronounces itself against an "Arab" Maghreb and emphasises 
the Berber identity of the region (Lehtinen 2003)10. In addition, the "Arab Mediterranean 
countries" were recently defined as a new region in the MAFTA context. As well, from a Mo-
roccan perspective, a North-West African region (stretching from the Strait of Gibraltar to 
Senegal) has emerged in the last years, overlapping with the Maghreb.  

The outer borders of the Maghreb 

This issue of overlapping alternative or complementary regions leads us to the problem of the 
spatial extension of the Maghreb itself and its own external borders. One main result will be 
that inner differentiation and the multiple external regional references go hand in hand with a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
agreements, signed the Agadir declaration in 2001 and the founding documents of the MAFTA in 2004. In 
addition, we can observe further bilateral - and especially trans-Atlantic - preferential and free trade agree-
ments. Morocco, Mauritania and Senegal installed a "Consultation Council of the African States of the 
Northern Atlantic" in July 2004 and are beginning to co-operate further with the nearby Macaronesian is-
lands. 

10  In contrast to the Arab dimension, the Berber movement prefers to underline the African and Mediterranean 
components of the region which they designate as "Tamazgha", stretching from the Canary Islands to West-
ern Egypt and the Sahel. See e.g. contributions in newspapers like Alien in April 1997 (www.dialogo.org/ 
alien/1997/04/tifi2.htm) or Le Monde Amazigh 29, 30.11.2002 (www.kabyle.com/imprimer.php3?id_ar-
ticle=3588; both accessed 3.5.2004).  
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fuzzy and changing outer delimitation of the Maghreb. All in all it does not constitute a 
closed, clearly defined region, but has to be understood more as an open space with multiple 
regional orientations. 

Even well into the past, there was no unanimity on the exact delimitation of the bilād al-
maġrib which was situated approximately between the Mediterranean, the Atlantic Ocean and 
the Sahara. In the West normally the Souss (i.e. the Agadir hinterland) was included, others 
regarded the Higher Atlas mountains as its Southern border, for some it even extended to 
Mauritanian oases like Ouadane. However, land and sea borders of the region were never in-
surmountable for people, goods and ideas. On the contrary, important trade, pilgrimage, and 
intellectual exchange crossed to other regions. Fluctuating territories and only vaguely-
defined border zones instead of rigid border lines between political territories were also char-
acteristic for the Maghreb. So, contemporary borders between modern states are historically 
seldom fixed and therefore are repeatedly creating territorial struggle.  

In the Maghreb debate since the late 1910s, generally a continuous geographical enlargement 
of the Maghreb has taken place. The starting point was a Maghreb of the three countries in 
French North Africa, even if a thinker and political leader like El Fassi, as early as in the 
1950s, claimed a larger definition, including all of Northern Africa up to the Red Sea. Since 
the 1970s, the Maghreb has mostly been conceived as a community of five, including Libya 
and Mauritania, whereas Algeria's demand to include the Sahrawi Republic as an independent 
state remained without success. However, the Saharan areas excluded in the historical defini-
tion and which France intended to detach in the 1950s as a separate entity, are meanwhile in-
tegral parts of the Maghreb, even if the status of the Western Sahara still remains unsettled. 
Options for enlargement, included in the UMA charter due to Libya's demand, allow specula-
tion on a Maghreb today of seven or more members: in this respect, Egypt as well as Senegal 
have expressed their desire for integration several times since the 1990s. Economically, both 
countries are intensely linked to (parts of) the Maghreb. At the same time, not only Libya and 
Mauritania as it is often said, but in principle all Maghreb countries are exposed to centripetal 
as well as centrifugal orientations and do not localise themselves, either mentally, politically 
or economically, exclusively within the Maghreb. Regarding, for example, regional trade 
flows, groups of countries with "regionalised" trade among them often cross the institutional 
borders of the Maghreb Union (e.g. Tunisia-Morocco-Mauritania-Senegal or Tunisia-Libya-
Egypt, etc., according to high intensity values at the end of the 1990s). 

Management problems of an open, multi-oriented Maghreb 

The insight into the gradual social constitution, the evolution, as well as the diverse aspects 
and the openness of a Maghrebian region questions traditional ideas of given, uniform and 
closed spaces: this is not only true for academic research, but is also revealed to be of high po-
litical relevance. So, it is not at all necessary to decide if the Maghreb is or should be exclu-
sively "Mediterranean", "Arab" or even "African". Especially Europe and Asia offer models 
for flexible and "differentiated" integration schemes. The new co-operation spaces and forums 
which are competing with the UMA may, in principle, contribute to get the urgently needed 
South-South co-operation off the ground.  

Finally, the question arises as to how the multiple options, especially perhaps conflicting trade 
agreements (e.g. with regard to customs unions or rules of origin) in overlapping economic 
areas are to be managed intelligently. This crucial problem cannot be solved here. However, it 
is intimately linked with the political will and commitment of those responsible.  

Only with colonial rule did the idea of the modern territorial state spread in the Maghreb. Ac-
tually, subconsciously the option to return to the initial state continued to exist and in stereo-
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typed phrases it was regularly appealed to. In fact, however, the modern nation states were 
always concerned about their sovereignty. As Ulla Holm and Pertti Joenniemi (2001) re-
minded us, still today the political regimes in the Southern Mediterranean have much bigger 
problems to deal with post-modern principles with regard to borders and territoriality than 
European governments do. So the actual situation is quite contradictory: On the one hand, 
multiple regional localisation seems to be increasingly perceived and even accepted by high 
political representatives, and accordingly several regional integration schemes are tackled po-
litically. On the other hand, in political practice there is only limited willingness to open na-
tional borders and to admit greater porosity or to overcome political blockades inside what is 
perceived as the Maghreb itself.  
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